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Traditional Security in Mixed Environments
Enterprises transform IT structures to include virtualization and
cloud computing because they reduce company costs and optimize
resource utilization. Adopting these new platforms, however, opens
new windows of exposure that attackers may leverage in data breach
attacks. Here are some of these mixed environment issues:
•

Outdated agent-based security: Traditional security doesn’t
recognize the presence of virtual machines (VMs) in the
network and creates these two security issues1:
•

Instant-on gaps: Dormant VMs with outdated
security patches may be exploited when turned on.

•

Resource contention: Security scans and patch
updates take up a lot of CPU resources, which cause
update delays that opens the network to exploits.

•

Communication blind spots: Traditional network security
doesn’t have thorough visibility of communications that occur
between VMs.

•

Inter-VM attacks and hypervisor compromises: Threats
that affect physical environments such as malware and
exploits, may also affect virtual environments since virtual
servers run the same OSs and applications as physical servers
do. 2 However, security for physical servers doesn’t work on
virtual servers.
For example, hypervisor vulnerability “hypercalls” can be
used to query CPU activity, manage hard disk partitions, and
create virtual interruptions.3 Hypercall set_debugreg
vulnerability (CVE-2012-3494) allowed a malicious guest to
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cause the host to crash, leading to a denial-of-service (DoS)
attack.4

96%
of target data are
customer records
(payment card data,
PII, and email
addresses).

•

Mixed trust level VMs: It becomes difficult to control
security when critical applications or data are housed in the
public cloud or in other vulnerable VMs.

•

Unprotected web applications: Web applications created
prior to deploying security updates may be exposed once
virtualization and cloud platforms are integrated into existing
systems.5

Addressing emerging problems in evolving IT environments using
traditional security is bound to fail because of the inherent
differences between physical and mixed environments. Security for
physical servers cannot cover the threats that may arise from
adopting virtualized and cloud platforms.
DATE

BREACHES

COMPROMISED RECORDS

2013 (January - June)

212

4,508,439

2012

447

17,317,184

Table 1. Data breach in the enterprise.6
DATE

BREACHES VIA HACKING INCIDENTS

2013 (January - June)

41%

Table 2. Breaches via hacking incidents in the enterprise
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Growing Sophistication of Data Breach Attacks
Recent sophisticated attacks compound security challenges brought
by ongoing structural changes in the enterprise. While there are
common elements found in data breach attacks, recent reports show
that every security incident is unique and tailored for target
organizations. Breaches are complex incidents that call for a
multifaceted security approach. 7
As shown in the table below, attackers use various methods to steal
valuable data. Hackers choose a method appropriate for their target
networks. The high rate of unknown exploit methods shows that
attackers are refining their techniques to elude familiar defenses.
INFILTRATION METHOD

DEVELOPER

SECURITY

SQL injection

42%

46%

Code exploit via Web 2.0
application

29%

24%

Cross-site scripting (XSS)

25%

23%

Privilege escalation

18%

17%

Others (e.g., remote access,
session hijacking, authorization
flaw, etc.)

5%

8%

Unknown

17%

19%

Table 3. Methods used in data theft.8
A deeper understanding of how a data breach attack occurs can help
organizations mitigate breaches. Our infographic provides an easyto-understand explanation of how a hacker enters a network.
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Different Data Breach Attack Methods
There are many ways to carry out a data breach, but here are
the top methods used in high-profile attacks:
•

SQL injection happens when an attacker inserts SQL
statements in open, unsanitized entry fields in database
servers to execute attacker’s goals.
For instance, the hacker group The D33Ds Company found
an SQL injection vulnerability in Yahoo! and exposed 450,000
login credentials. 9

•

Remote code execution (RCE) occurs when an attacker
runs malicious code on vulnerable servers from another
location. The South Carolina breach affected up to 657,000
businesses and exposed 387,000 credit card credentials and
3.6 million social security numbers. 10

•

Cross site scripting (XSS) occurs when an attacker sends a
malicious link to an unsuspecting user via web applications to
gather data. In a recent XSS attack, hackers exploited the XSS
vulnerability in Zendesk and compromised Tumblr and
Twitter.11
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Integrating Advanced Layers of Protection
Enterprises can’t expect traditional security to protect enterprise
VMs and cloud platforms the same way it guards physical servers
and endpoints. A one-size-fits-all solution cannot provide sufficient
protection against complex data breach attacks. Enterprises need a
multilayered strategy that has the following advanced layers of
protection:
•

Comprehensive monitoring: Deploy log inspection, file
integrity monitoring, and intrusion detection and prevention
to identify malicious network activities.

•

Agentless protection: Integrate advanced anti-malware
technology that coordinates agent-based with agentless
solutions to provide adaptive security.

•

Encryption: Automatically encrypt all the files.

•

Virtual patching: Protect virtual servers from known
exploits while waiting for the actual patch to be released and
deployed across systems.

These virtualization-aware security elements should be integrated in
current enterprise solutions to prevent complex data breaches
without cancelling the benefits of virtual and cloud platforms.
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